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LO/06/10 
Mayor and Councillors 
COUNCIL 

15 DECEMBER 2011 

Meeting Status: Public 

Purpose of Report: For Decision 

COASTLANDS AQUATIC CENTRE – AWARD OF 
CONTRACT 

PURPOSE OF REPORT 

1 This report recommends the award of a contract to construct the Coastlands Aquatic 
Centre.  

SIGNIFICANCE OF DECISION 

2 This decision does not trigger the significance policy. 

BACKGROUND 

3 The project to construct an aquatic centre has been in the Council’s plans for many 
years.  In 2007 LHT Design were appointed as the project designers.  After a lengthy 
process of considering various concepts and combinations of facilities the final scope 
was refined and agreed in December 2010.  The 2011 year to date has been  largely 
taken up with detailed design and tendering. 

4 The Council has approved project details and activities throughout this process prior 
to calling tenders for construction: 

 16 September 2010, report AS-10-973 Kāpiti Aquatic Centre – Progression to 
Design and Resource Consents Phase,  

 16 December 2010, report AS-10-009 Kāpiti Coast Aquatic Centre – Building 
Form and Layout,  

 21 April 2011, report CS-11-103 Aquatic Centre: Procurement Strategy 
Considered in Public Excluded session 

 25 August 2011, report CS-11-263 Aquatic Centre – Approval to Call Tenders. 

5 At the meeting on 21 April 2011, the Council agreed: to carry out the bulk 
earthworks for the construction of the Aquatic Centre as a separate contract prior to 
the commencement of the main construction contract; to run a pre-tender process for 
items to be nominated in the main construction contract where a competitive market 
for supply is known to exist; and, that negotiated pricing be obtained for items to be 
nominated in the main construction contract for the Aquatic Centre where only 
single suppliers exist, or where a preferred supplier is recommended. 

6 At the meeting on 25 August 2011 the Council approved calling tenders for the 
construction of the Aquatic Centre.  Tender documents were subsequently issued to 
the four companies previously shortlisted through a Registrations of Interest process 
on Tuesday 6 September, with a closing date of Friday 30 September. This paper 
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reports on the outcomes of the tender process and the impact of the tender prices on 
project budget. 

CONSIDERATIONS 

Issues 

Outcome of the Tender Process 

7 At the 25 August meeting it was stated that the expected cost of the project was in 
line with earlier advice provided to the Council.  However, the tendered prices 
subsequently received (tender period closed 30 September 2011) were significantly 
greater than anticipated.  This led to the Council raising a number of concerns as to 
how the situation had arisen, including: 

 why was there no awareness of the cost increases given the earlier advice to 
Council? 

 what revised project budget should now be assumed and how is the increase in 
costs to be funded without any impact on previously projected  rates increases? 

 what are the inherent risks to the completion of the project, how are they to be 
managed? and  

 are the arrangements for management of the project going forward into the build 
phase adequate to ensure a successful project? 

8 The following actions were taken to address these concerns: 

 An independent, high level review of the project was undertaken by Mike 
Vandenberg of ValuePlus Consulting. 

 External project management was identified as critical to the successful 
completion of the project. Davis Langdon was identified as having the industry 
expertise and experience, both in construction management and specifically in 
the construction of aquatic facilities, to achieve this. Davis Langdon has been 
appointed as external project managers for the build phase of the project, 
independent of the design team. Davis Langdon has reviewed project costs, 
risks, contractual arrangements, programme and other matters. 

 Council staff have also reviewed the total project cost and the Council’s 
budgets.  This paper tables options for changes to that programme which will 
allow the Aquatic Centre to proceed with no changes to the rates impact 
previously signalled in the Long Term Council Community Plan. 

Independent Review 

9 The independent reviewer advised that the drawings and specifications looked 
detailed and well prepared and that the project was in good shape to continue if the 
cost issues could be overcome.  While the reviewer considered the schedule of 
quantities prepared from the drawings by the quantity surveyor (QS) looked 
appropriately detailed, he recommended an independent QS should carry out some 
spot checks of the schedule to establish a greater degree of confidence, particularly 
given the importance the schedule has within the contract. (Refer to paragraph 14.) 

10 The independent review has largely concluded the costing advice was not robust 
enough. The continued confirmation throughout the design process that the project 
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costs were in line with budget was not revised until 28 September 2011, 2 days 
before the tenders closed.  Even then the estimate did not adequately assess and 
measure some key trade components. 

11 The review also concluded that the change from a more conventional structure to the 
ETFE roof led to complexity of design and a cost implication that was not fully 
recognised at the time of the decision.  The design team state that with the continued 
confirmation from the QS that costs were tracking to budget they had no reason to 
review the design.  Some elements of the architectural design which the reviewer 
believes have added cost were not challenged and reviewed because there was no 
apparent reason to do so. 

Independent Project Manager 

12 Davis Langdon has advised they consider the design drawings and specifications are 
robust. 

13 In the light of all these aspects a separate risk assessment has been carried out, 
potential cost savings confirmed, contract tags reviewed and modified, programme 
reviewed and confirmed and the tender price has been confirmed.  These issues are 
addressed in more detail in the following sections of this report. 

14 Davis Langdon advises that there are three matters to resolve, relating to the 
assignment of risk relating to the Schedule of Quantities, design responsibility and 
insurances.  They advise that it is anticipated that these will be fully resolved by 
Wednesday 14 December 2011.  They have advised that the Council is in a position 
to safely award the contract, subject to the satisfactory resolution of these matters, if 
it wishes to do so.  An update on progress with these matters will be given at the 
meeting. 

Tender Evaluation and Preferred Tenderer 

15 Evaluation of the tenders was carried out in accordance with a pre-approved tender 
evaluation plan, and the evaluation process has been documented. 

16 The preferred tenderer is Mainzeal Construction Limited.  Discussions with 
Mainzeal have been ongoing since mid October when they were identified as the 
preferred tenderer.  Discussions halted while the increased cost issues have been 
reviewed but have started again following the appointment of Davis Langdon. 

Project Budget 

17 The increased costs of construction will require an increase to the project budget if 
the project is to proceed.  The project estimate has been thoroughly reviewed and 
revised in the light of the tender prices.  Additional contingency allowance is 
included, as well as additional project management costs. 

18 Some savings have been identified though working with the design team and the 
contractor and these are allowed for.  The Council has informally indicated a 
reluctance to undertake major changes to the architectural design and project scope, 
so the cost savings are limited to items which do not have such impact.  Project costs 
are discussed in the Financial Considerations section below. 
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Contractual Provisions 

19 Davis Langdon has the responsibility for getting the contract in place, including 
ensuring that all necessary provisions are adequately addressed.  Davis Langdon has 
submitted a separate report and the key points are summarised below: 

 Contract Securities:  these provisions protect both parties from default by 
the other.  They include retentions, a bond and insurances.  The securities 
are considered appropriate. 

 Tender Conditions: the initial set of 104 conditions (‘tags’) in the tender 
offer has been reduced to the three matters stated previously (risk relating 
to the Schedule of Quantities, design responsibility and insurances).  
These are expected to be fully resolved prior to the Council meeting. 

 Contract Risks:  these are really project risks, and appropriate assigning of 
risks to the party best placed to manage them is important.  Davis 
Langdon has reviewed the project risks and made a number of 
recommendations as to changes to the contract.  These changes have been 
discussed and agreed with the contractor. 

 Contract Terms & Conditions:  The form of the contract, being NZS3910 
(New Zealand Standards Conditions of Contract for Building and 
Construction), is confirmed as appropriate.  The general conditions and 
special conditions were reviewed in conjunction with Council’s lawyers 
before the tender was issued.  Davis Langdon has recommended a number 
of additional provisions which arise out of addressing the contract tags 
and contract risks.  These changes have been discussed and agreed with 
the contractor. 

 Programme:  A revised project programme has been agreed with the 
contractor.  Start on site will be 1 February 2012 with completion 
programmed for March 2013.  This programme includes a wet weather 
allowance and a construction contingency period. 

Methodology and Resources to Complete the Project 

20 As stated, Davis Langdon has been appointed as external project manager. Davis 
Langdon will act as contract administrator, fulfilling the role of Engineer to the 
Contract and ensuring that all appropriate expertise is employed for supervision and 
inspections during the works.  Davis Langdon will also co-ordinate cost control 
through a combination of their internal resources and the detailed knowledge within 
the design team. 

Financial Considerations 

Discussion 

21 The increase in the project budget is from $16.98 million to $21.11 million.  An 
increase of $4.13 million.  This comprises a number of factors, including the 
increased cost of the construction contract.  Additionally the shortfall in funding 
raised by the Aquatic Centre Trust of $1.0 million has to be factored in as an 
increased cost to the Council at this point.   
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22 The project cost increase is broken down as follows: 

Increase in construction contract value 2,351,000
Savings -300,000
Allowance for exchange rate variations 100,000
Recommended contingency 1,463,000
Previous contingency provision -421,000
Cost outside the main construction contract 67,000
Inclusion of Multi-Purpose Room/Commercial space (scope variation) 350,000
Fees 520,000
Increase in Project Cost 4,130,000
Shortfall in Trust fundraising 1,000,000
TOTAL ADDITIONAL COUNCIL FUNDING 5,130,000  

Note: The capital cost of the multi-purpose room and commercial space will be fully 
funded through sponsorship and lease of the space. 

History of Project Budget 

23 In September 2010 the Council agreed to a target cost of $14.5 million.  When the 
sunk costs ($1.2 million) were included this gave a project cost of $15.7 million at 
September 2010 prices.  When CPI increases were included the total budget was 
$16.36m.  The budget allowed for a $4.3 million contribution from the Aquatic 
Centre Trust with $2.44 million available at the start of the project and the balance 
over ten years. 

24 In December 2010 the Council agreed to scope changes totalling $595,000.  These 
included the incremental cost of the ETFE roof, wider pool surrounds and an 
additional allowance for the site north of the dune.  The cost increased to $16.98 
million (including CPI allowance), which was subsequently included in the 2011/12 
Annual Plan. 

25 A summary of the changes is shown in the following table. 

 

Date Project Total Trust Funding Council Funding 

September 2010 $16.36 m $4.3 m $12.06 m ($11.4 m plus CPI) 

December 2010 $16.98 m $4.3 m $12.68 m ($11.9 m plus CPI) 

December 2011 $21.11 m $3.3 m $17.81 m 

 

26 The increase in the different elements of the project cost is discussed below. 

Contract Sum 

27 The four tenders received ranged in value from $14.98m to $16.63m.  All tenders 
were over the cost allowance included in the project budget for the construction 
contract.  Mainzeal Construction Limited was the lowest price tenderer, and the top 
ranked tenderer following the evaluation. The independent review and Davis 
Langdon consider the tenders represent market value for the construction contract. 

28 The estimated contract cost, derived from advice throughout the design process, prior 
to calling tenders, was $12.69m. 
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29 All figures exclude contingency and other costs necessary to complete the project. 
There have been a number of adjustments to the tender price as the tender conditions 
and risks have been reviewed.  This has resulted in a slight increase to the tender 
price. 

30 The revised tender price is $15,047,405 (plus GST).  This excludes contingency but 
includes a number of provisional sum items. 

31 Discussions within the project team and with Mainzeal have identified a number of 
opportunities for cost savings which can be achieved without impacting on the 
facilities provided or the architectural scope and quality of the finished building.  
These savings are in the order of $300,000 and do not particularly affect the quality 
of the finished project. 

Contingencies 

32 Davis Langdon has reviewed the construction contingency and recommend that an 
additional $1.042 million be allowed, making the total contingency $1.463 million. 
(9.7% of the tender price.)  The recommendation is based on a quantitive assessment 
of the risks to the project. 

Costs outside Contract 

33 The costs outside the contract, including provision of power to the site, signage etc., 
are largely as previously allowed. 

Fees 

34 The increase in fees relates to adjustments to design fees due under the terms of the 
contract with LHT Design, and the additional cost of introducing external project 
management. 

35 It is intended to finalise the fees on work done to date, put in place new agreements 
for the remaining work on the project, and reduce the projected cost. 

Multi-purpose Room & Commercial Space 

36 As has been advised in previous reports the multi-purpose room and commercial 
space were not within the original project scope.  Funding secured by the Trust is 
specific to these facilities and fully covers the additional cost of the construction and 
it is recommended that these be included. 

Allowance for Exchange Rate Variations/Price of Steel 

37 This allowance is included to cover the specific risk of the New Zealand Dollar to 
Euro exchange rate falling below the lower threshold specified in the supply 
contracts. At the time of writing the dollar has recovered slightly from recent lows 
and the risk seems low. The Council will be buying forward cover as soon as the 
contract has been awarded. The sum also covers an increase in the cost of steel 
components from the price originally tendered which has come about because of the 
need to extend the tender validity period. 

Aquatic Centre Trust Contribution 

38 The Aquatic Centre Trust is continuing to work to raise the $4.3 million funding they 
had committed to.  However, the Trust is still $1 million short of the target. 

39 Funds raised by the Trust are presented in Attachment 1. 
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Funding the Shortfall 

40 It is proposed that the shortfall be funded from the proceeds of land sales which are 
expected over the next two financial years.  This includes land in the Paraparaumu 
town centre which is to be offered back to former landowners under the Public 
Works Act.  The sales are expected to realise some $6.5 million, income which has 
been un-allocated until now. 

41 In the event that this income is not realised other capital projects will be deferred to 
meet the costs of the project.  There will be no additional increase in rates. 

Local Economic Benefit 

42 Both the request for registrations of interest and the tender itself required submitters 
to make a statement of local economic benefit, and additional weight was placed on 
this during the evaluation. 

43 In general the tender returns were  not specific about putting a value on local 
economic benefit, but employment of local labour, use of local specialist contractors 
where possible and supply of materials through local trade outlets were all noted.  
Council staff have since prepared a schedule which attempts to better quantify the 
local economic benefit and against this schedule Mainzeal has assessed an 
approximate $3.68 million of expenditure within the Kāpiti District. 

Legal Considerations 

44 Simpson Grierson provided legal advice when contract documents were being 
prepared. 

45 The Conditions of Contract are NZS3910:2003 

46 Resource Consents and Building Consents have been issued. 

Delegation 

47 Only the Council has the authority to award this contract. 

Consultation 

48 The Aquatic Centre project has been included in the Long Term Council Community 
Plan and Annual Plans for a number of years. The scale and scope of the project are 
widely known throughout the community. 

Policy Implications 

49 There are no policy implications arising out of this report. 

Tāngata Whenua Considerations 

50 Tāngata Whenua have been involved with the blessing of the site prior to the 
earthworks and again at completion of the earthworks.  Further blessings and 
ceremonies are to be held at appropriate times in the project. 

Publicity Considerations 

51 Media information has been prepared, and should be released following the 
Council’s decision. A separate media briefing will be held before the meeting. 
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Other Considerations 

52 A separate report on this agenda addresses the recommended operational model for 
the Aquatic Centre, together with forecast operational costs. It should be noted a 
review of the operating costs, through the separate report, forms part of the Council’s 
considerations in deciding whether to award the construction contract. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

53 That the Council notes that tenders for the contract to construct the Aquatic Centre 
exceed the existing project budget. 

54 That the Council approves an increase in the project budget to $21,112,000 noting 
that the additional cost of $4,130,000 over and above the budget approved in the 
2011/12 Annual Plan is to be funded from the income from land sales over the 
2012/13 and 2013/14 financial years and that funding the shortfall on this project 
will have no additional impact on rates. 

55 That the Council notes that there is currently a shortfall in the funding contribution 
raised by the Aquatic Centre Trust of $1,000,000 and approves that this be funded 
from the income from land sales over the 2012/13 and 2013/14 financial years and 
that funding the shortfall on this project will have no additional impact on rates, and 
notes the Trust has previously agreed to continue fundraising until the deficit is 
cleared. 

56 That the Council notes that should the income from land sales not be realised other 
capital projects will be deferred to meet the costs of the project and that funding the 
shortfall on this project will have no additional impact on rates. 

- - - --  

57 That the Council approves the award of the contract to construct the Coastlands 
Aquatic Centre to Mainzeal Construction Limited for the sum of $15,047,403 (exc 
GST) subject to satisfactory agreement on the arrangements for design 
responsibilities and insurance cover for Mainzeal and sub-contractors. 

- - - --  

Note:  as set out in the report, it is expected that the qualification will be fully 
satisfied prior to the Council meeting. 

 
Report prepared by: Approved for submission by: 
 
 
 

 

Peter Knight Tamsin Evans 

Development Projects Manager Group Manager Community Services 

 
ATTACHMENTS: 

1 Summary of Funds Raised by the Aquatic Centre Trust 
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Attachment 1 Summary of Funding Secured by Aquatic Centre Trust 
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FUNDRAISING STATUS AND CASHFLOW FORECAST @ 18/08/11 – CONSOLIDATED 
 

CONFIRMED PLEDGES AMOUNT 
($000) 

11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 

Naming and sponsorship rights  $1,425 $380 $255 $255 $205 $55 $55 $55 $55 $55 $55 

Lotteries Grant $750 $750          

Trusts $695 $95 $250 $250 $50 $50      

Donations/tile 
campaign/community 
fundraising (net) 

$100 $100          

In kind  $200 $200          

Total confirmed  $3,170 $1,525 $505 $505 $255 $105 $55 $55 $55 $55 $55 

 

PLEDGES IN PROGRESS AMOUNT 
($000) 

11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 

Naming rights  $500 $70 $70 $70 $70 $70 $30 $30 $30 $30 $30 

Trusts $450  $250  $200       

In Kind $250 $125 $125         

Total in progress $1,200 $195 $445 $70 $270 $70 $30 $30 $30 $30 $30 

 

VARIATIONS TO 
ORIGINAL SCOPE 

AMOUNT 
($000) 

11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 

Naming rights for spa/sauna 
and meeting room 

$290 $29 $29 $29 $29 $29 $29 $29 $29 $29 $29 

Total variations $290 $29 $29 $29 $29 $29 $29 $29 $29 $29 $29 
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